
Advance Idea Modules

Mobile Guide for Restaurants &

Shops

PROJECT DETAILS

A Mobile App Development

B Aug 2019 - Jan 2020

C Less than $10,000

D
"They were always available to discuss

and evaluate changes to fix the

project." 

PROJECT SUMMARY

Advance Idea Modules developed an iOS and

Android app that informs users about

restaurants and shops. The solution draws

from an existing database and uses a provided

layout.

PROJECT FEEDBACK

With such a complex app, it was

hard to have a precise

development schedule, but

Advance Idea Modules still

delivered a quality product. They

were easy to communicate with

and assigned a main point of

contact to manage the project.
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Advance Idea Modules

The Client

Please describe your company and your position
there.

I'm the Technical Director of a webagency

The Challenge

For what projects/services did your company hire
Advance Idea Modules?

We need to develope an Android and IOS app

What were your goals for this project?

Build a new app based on an old database of restaurants and

shops

E CEO, Web Agency

G IT Services

F Italy

CLIENT RATING

4.5
Overall Score

Quality: 5.0

Schedule: 4.0

Cost: 4.5

Would Refer: 5.0
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The Approach

How did you select this vendor?

We already had a good experience with them in the past so we

choose them

Describe the project in detail.

We provided them a full explanation of the existing database and

the app layout and they developed the mobile application

What was the team composition?

We have a unique project manager that speaks with us and then

explain all the requests to his team

The Outcome

Can you share any outcomes from the project that
demonstrate progress or success?

We had a very good app, we was a little late on the schedule but

this is becouse the project was really complex and was not easy to

have a precise schedule

How effective was the workflow between your team
and theirs?

We had frequent call or chat on Skype, communication was easy

What did you find most impressive about this
company?

They were always available to discuss and evaluate changes to

fix the project.

Advance Idea Modules
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Are there any areas for improvement?

The project is ok and well done

parth@aimtechnolabs.com

8866986290

aimtechnolabs.com

Advance Idea Modules
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